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The Course-Pre Approval Form is used to ensure students studying abroad will have 
coursework transfer back as WSU equivalents towards their specific graduation 
requirements. The student and his/her academic advisor need to complete the form and 
return to the Global Learning Department prior to departure.  

The student should 
fill out this portion 
of the form. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Academic Advisors will discuss with the student what courses he/she wants to take abroad 
and what WSU requirements they might fulfill (ask the student to provide a list of classes 
and any information from the study abroad program to assist in finding WSU courses). 

If you are the student’s MAJOR advisor you will fill in the MAJOR Requirements section; 
MINOR advisors will fill in the MINOR Requirements section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To have the form accepted with International Programs Transcript Evaluation Team, the 
Academic Advisors must: 
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 Fill in the “Fulfills WSU Major/Minor Course” section (your student may do this for 
you) 

 Initial each course to ensure it has been approved. 
 Signify if it is an Upper or Lower Division course at a minimum, exact WSU course 

preferred.  
 Sign the signature line (date and print your name as well). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If a student is going to take a UCORE abroad, there is an additional step. Academic 
Advisors need to first initial the course and signify their review of the student’s UCORE 
determination of what the foreign class will fulfill BEFORE the student sends it to the OUE 
for final approval. 

 

 The student can sign off on the 
electives he/she will be taking 
abroad on the back side of the form 
before signing it and returning it to 
the Global Learning Department.  
These are courses which will 
simply be listed as general 
university electives. 
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Students needing course approval for a required course outside of your department which 
does not counting toward a major or minor should have that course approved by the 
appropriate department.  Any course a student wishes to be counted as upper division 
must have departmental approval from that department. 

 

Here is a copy of a Completed Course Pre-Approval form: 
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This one needs some missing information: 

 

 

Without information on what type of elective or class prefix or number, the student will 
not get credit for the class abroad. 

 

Please contact Global Learning with any questions or concerns regarding the Course Pre-
Approval or the education abroad process. 

 


